Welcome!

We’ll begin on the hour. Enjoy the music — a playlist designed to help you focus.

Who knew? 😊
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Agenda

- Summary of Grantee Challenges & Priorities (Report out)
- Preferred tools & methods (Menti)
- Deep Dive on Governance (Small Groups)
- Announcements & Previews
Grantee Priorities

- Responding to research needs
- Improving data quality, including data equity
- Data governance
Grantee Challenges

- Remote working & staffing
- Data equity
- Integrated governance and management of LDS
- Linking data & action
Community Polls

- Tools
- TA Preferences
- TA Topics
- COVID Response
- Best (virtual) Learning Experience
Menti Poll

Go to www.menti.com and use the code 34880647 or the link will be shared in the chat.

Be Prepared to Discuss!
Governance is (still) #Everything

• What Governance means has changed.
• New Governance players have emerged.
• States are looking for new business models for LDS, research and analysis—and Governance of a new enterprise.
News & Announcements

- **EDA ARPA** Workforce Grants! (Seven to choose from!)

- 7 WDQI States are also Apprenticeship Grantees – There’s a **brief** for that!

- Additional resources on  
  [wdqi.workforcegps.org](http://wdqi.workforcegps.org)
Coming Attractions

● SLDS Hosts WDQI in November Webinar (CO, IL, MI, November 16)
● SLDS Best Practices Conference, November 8-10
  ● In case you missed the registration deadline, please contact: Jeffery.watson@sst-slds.org
● WDQI Holiday Demo (featuring JFF & O4O), December 16, 2021
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Happy Fall! You know where to find us!

- Maureen_Sarver@spra.com
- Kristin_Wolff@spra.com
- @Social_Policy
- #MakingBetterWork
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Thank you!

Disclaimer
This project has been funded, either wholly or in part, with federal funds from the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment & Training Administration under Task Order Number 1630DC-19-F-00057. The contents of this webinar does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the Department of Labor, nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or organizations imply endorsement of same by the U.S. Government.